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Friday, .Mardi 23, lHS
NEWMEXICO~L~OB~O~-------------------------~----~~~-------

Percy Has Political Appeal
By RICHARD AN'l'llONY
Cellep P.-- Seniee

statements on Viet N am, and
suggested that intelligence re.
W ASHINGTON-8eo.. Charles ports are part c;~f the reason the
Pen:y (D-DI.) is reguded as one administration has been so wrong
of the bright aew faces in the on the Jll'l)greSS of the war. "It's
GOP, a moderate Who eould do a p:retty hard to i)Ut into computers
lot to refmbish the party's ob- the will of a peQple to fight.''
struetionist imal:e.
THE SENATOR said the situSpeeulation about his c:braces
ation
in Thailand was much more
for a plue on the GOP presiden- encouraging,
primarily because
tial tidtet ha~ died . . .,. almost
he
felt
the
Thai
was
to nothing in n!eent montJJs. part.. actively trying togovernment
do
it!!
share
to
ly becauae he wu aught getting
put dl)wn the insurrections in the
financial support from a group of :northeastern :part of the country,
hWiinessmen in Dlinois. But he and to remedy the conditions that
still has a shot at a place on the have Jed to them.
ticket.
As for negotiations, Percy is in
O.NE: OF 1HE :reasons that
favor
of negotiating with the N aPm-ey WJJS early identified as a
rising stu in the GOP, of course, tic;~nal Liberation Front (usually
is that he has what others lack- called the Viet Cung) but he
political sex appeaL Although he would not say how he felt about
is nearly 50, and hls lia.k is gray- NLF participation in the Saigon
ing, he still looks mut:h as he must gt)vernment.
Percy is in favor of a negotiahave when he beeame president of
Bell & Howell at age 29. His fare ted settlement in Viet N am, but
is ruddy, and only slightly marked he has no suggestions about how
with lines. His voico is s!U]Jris- .lohnson might be convinced to
ingly deep, not ...tt.t one would work toward negotiations. He adexpeet :from a man who really mits he has no influence on :Policy.
ean be described as "bo.Yish-!ookMENTION of influencing poling."
icy, though, quickly brought a
Perey was in V.Jet .Nam in De- reference to the "extremists,"
cember. Although he was critical whom Percy feels have hurt the
of the administration•s policy be- peace movement.
fore he went over, it's cleal' his
He said legitimate protest is
trip deepened his distrust of that acceptable, if the protest is based
:POlicy. "I didn't feel a sense of on "attempts to take facts and
optimism when I left Viet Nam." apply judgment to them, then its
Percy said. "I 1PSil•t ronfident at absolutely defensible.'' He critialL There must be a political so- cized thllOO like "Spook (Dr. Benlotion found."
jamin Spock: is one of the five men
He went on to say the .lohnson ehargOO with cc;~nspiring to help
administration has opened a draft resistors), who claims he is
"huge credibility gap" with its te$ting the law. When we begin

SPECIAL: LATE SHOW
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11:40 PM
SECOND BIG WEEK!
SEE OUR SPECIAL LATE SHOW
EVERY FRIDAY &SA'TURDAYNIGHT AT 11:40

ACADEMY
AWARD

NO INATIONS
BEST PICTURE

to do that we tend to lose the case
against the present policy."
Percy believes the "extremists"
are relatively few, and says that
he admires the present generation
of students for the most part.
"They •.• far excel my own generation in idealism and social
awareness," he explains; "making money was the theme song of
my generation."
Speaking of his -party's presidential choice, Perc,y said "Nixon
will have the nomination if he
wins the pt•imaries pretty handily, and the polls do not show he
is behind." (This was before
aomney had rlropped out of the
race.) The senator noted he himself wasn't a candidate, but said
"This (GOP) convention is going
to want to nominate a candidate
that can defeat Lyndon Johnson."
Percy, it is fair to say, doesn't
think Nixon is likely to be that
candidate.

In Viet Nam

Army Has Agents

To Halt Drug Use

\

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RA'J]!:S:
4 line ad., 65t-i tim.., $2,00, Inoertlons
J111lllt be submitted by noon on da:r ~ore
publicati<>n tt> .!loom 159, Sq,dent Publiea·
tiona Building, or telepbone 2'1'l-400ll or
277-4102.
HELl' WANTED
::1 WANTED
SECOND HAND MICROSCOPE wanted
w/mag up 90~x. Call 255·8703, Ext. 352.
3/28
HELl' WANTED
SUMMER COUNSELORS. Leading Eastern Boya Ranch. Over 19 Yl'S.. of age,
must bave thoroogh knowlcd~.re of horsemanship and be able to teach riding and
care or horses. Camping experience desirablE't but not esacntiat Also openin8B
for Arts & Craft$ instructor specUii:oing in leather craft, A.R.C. water safely
instructor, and N.R.A. rifle instructor.
Write Ames R. Moee}y, 482 Ariwna SE,
No. E, AlbuQuerque, N.M., or call 250.
8411 between 8 and 10 p.m.

PAN AMEII,ICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
wl!l be conducting Stewardess interviews at UNM on S/2~/68. For furtbcr
information and interview appointments,
prease contact your PiaceJDent Oflice. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.
GRADUATING SENIOR WOMEN!
WANT IN WITH A QOING CONCERN T
If ~ou like people, like to travel, a~:~d have
a knowlf:dge of a foreign lanlltlliJle, COil·
American World Airways. Stewardess
•ider becoming a stewardess 'lritb Pan
intErviews wlll ~ held on campus on
March 25, For further information,
please contact your l'Iacemcnt Olliee.
Pan Am i1t A1t, Bqruil Om>OrtrmitJI
Emv!or/or.
PLAN AHEAD ! Line up :ro,.. fall sCIDf!$1;..
er'o iob now. ldeal 15 bra. p.,., weclr.
Simple typing & bookkeeping. Name
your own boun. Can be done in your
own home. Begins Sept. 1968. Pay $L25
per bout'. Mllllt qualify for work..,tud:r.
Secretary of Student Faculty Asso. Ap.
plieations in Aetivities Center. For lld·
ditional information call 255-6327, even•
ings. Deadline Avril 6.
3/'}:1

WASHINGTON (CPS) -The
arm y has "undercove1· drug
agents'' among its troops in Viet
Nam.
BABY SITTER. 4 Ml'S week: lll, '1', 'l'b,
Sat. 1% hrs. per mQrning. Contact S«Alfred Fitt, assistant secretary
4262.
3/22
of defense for manppwer, admitl'ERSONALS
ted under questioning by a Sen~
ate subcommittee this week that SEE~ the Bennett A Ottinger laugh.jn
Monday through Friday in Moot Court.
a few such agents are operating
in Viet Nam. He said this was lS THE Zimmerman Library :Motorcycle
and Timing Club for real?
part of a six-point effort of education, investigation, and Iabora. PERSONALITY POSTERS, l'aycbedelle,
Ski POl!tEl'll & Buttons. U we don't
tory teats aimed at stopping drug
ha.ve tbem, tben you don't need them..
Send !or Samples & Li$t. MADAll
use among soldiers.
BUTTERFLY'S Gi£t Shop, 4609 E. Colfax, Deliver, Colorado 80220.
Fitt claimed, however, that
marijuana use by soldiers is POETRY WANTED for Poetry AntboJoey.
Include &tamped envelope. Idlewild Pnb"minor." This came in response
lloherJI, ~43 Fl'<!der:ick, San Francisco,
CaiiComia.. 9U17.
to testimony by John Steinbeck
IV, son of the novelist, who told WANTED: Student$ wltb new ldcu abont
ways to promote Student-F..,nltlr com•
the subcommittee that 60 per cent
munications. Ate yon inf.er<!stedl Apply
of the troops in Viet Nam use
for the Student-Fuulty Aalot:.t&tion.
marijuana.
A"ppllcatlona in Activltl"" Center. "Delod·
line April 6. For inronnatlan eall 2056327, evenlngo,
3/27
Steinbeck, who just returned
from VietNam and wrote a magFOR SALE
azine article on drug use among
the troops, also said the army
was giving soldiers pep pills to
make them better fighters. AlVW, Sunroof Sedan. $525. Cooper,
though he admitted that large '62268-0992.
3/22
amounts of amphetamines are beKNEE-HOLE. DESIt: ,jl!K wide, l'lw detp,
ing supplied to troops in Viet 30" high; 7 dWl'!l: PhORT Wll.lnot fin&h.
$30. See at LOBO om..,_ 168 Student
Nam, Fitt said they were for
Pablieations tlldg. after G p.m. Do lint
"weight reduction."
call.

BEST ACTOR
BEST ACTRESS
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
BEST SCREENPLAY
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
~£1.£VJNE.
/
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lAUREl &HARDY· WILL ROGERS· CAROLE LOMBARD· JEAN HARLOW
BEN TURPIN • HARRY LANGDON • KEYSTONE COPS

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

;job. 25fi.6304.

3/25
I2 STRING GUITAR with &PI'UCe tup ...d

~ ~ ~- Call 268-UiiO.,

3/25
ALASKAN JIALAJIUTE. One of .._,
pups )'On have been seeing regularly on
TV COIIIIIleldals now for sale. Ezs>en.
sive. Stad serviee. ~lU.
li/Z5

Monday, Mar(!h 25, 1968

LOST

Committee Okays
$4025 Request

REWARD FOR ...,wrn of-erring with
white oval stone. Call 282-3280 after 6 :SO
p.m. ask for Susan.
3/25
SERVICES
IRONING, bacbelor bunoDes; menaiq;
dressmaking and alternations. Reuonallle. 23114 Blake SW. Phone G28Z.
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Intramural System
Will Be RevampeQ

By GRANT HARVEY
. A recommended budget allocaoan additional $6,000 for next
tion of $4025 for three issues of
year's
student--faculty recreation .,
The U:NM Intramural Board
The T~underbird, UNM literary
program.
ulans to throw out its handbook"
rnagazme, · was approved at a
This program centers mainly
and
to formulate a whole new
~enate Finance Committee meetaround Johnson gym where UNM
mg yesterday afternoon,
system of programs and procefaculty and students can use most
dures
within the next month says of the facilities for free. The adAn informal vote last week
showed committee members inboard chairman Gary Ray.
ditional money would be used to
clined to vote a smaller .allocation
pay
for keeping the gym open
Ray says that some aspects of
for publication of only two issues
for longer periods for recreational
their present program are suc- use, Ray says.
but T-Bird Editor Mary Alinde~
said yesterday that "It would be
cessful, but that most of the sysRay said that at the board's
a shame to cut a magazine of this
tem is badly in need of improve- Friday meeting Phi Delta Theta
high quality."
ment.
:regained 120 of the 260 points
The _Lobo's requested $35,801.88
they had lost by an earlier deONE OF THE main problems cision of the board.
allocatiOn was discussed but a
decision postponed until Tuesday.
the new intramural system for
Pi Kappa Alpha had protested
The budget is based on increased
next year will try to overcome is that the Phi Delta had used an
local advertising revenue and
lack of participation by UNM's ineligible competitor in a Janu.
plans for publication five days a
..
'·---·week.
town students. "As it stands, it ary 12 swim meet. The intram~
ral board Friday allowed 120
SEN_ATE FINANCE C~mmittee yesterday approved a $4025 budget is often difficult for town students try points to Phi Delta Theta but
The Thunderbird's allocation is
almost $2000 les:;~ than this year's allocat10n for next years Thunderbird. The T-Bird's allocation is to organize and maintain a 15- did not allow any place points to
a_nd plans were made for dist~;ibu almost $2000 less than this year's budget, The Lobo's $35,81U.88 re- member roster now needed for in- the fraternity's team, Ray said.
quested budget was discuss~ by Coleman Travelstead, above, and tramural competition," the chairtton of 3000 copies of each issue
other
of the committee. However, approval was postponed
Mr~. Alinder said that aU 2ooc) (Photomembers
by Pawley,)
• man says.
c~p1es of this fall's issue were
Another feature of the coming Goes to Faeult\:
Picked up by students in ~., days,
program would clear up the proband that all 3000 records distribulems now involved in eligibility of
te~ last month have been claimed.
members in the many organiza. I am persc;~nally very proud of
tions participating in the proth1s year's Thunderbirds. They
gram, Ray says. Eligibility would
show the high quality of student
be defined specifically.
work on this cam:pus and the stu.
A proposed student-manager
dents' inte~st in a literary maga·
program would eliminate some. of
zine," she said.
the present confusion, Ray '!lays,
A proposal for a teac:her-evalThe. winter Thunderbird, a 78
Under the. new system a group of uation program was approv11d
record, has been distributed to six
about 14 students would manage
An eight-week series of top
last week by the Fac:u1ty Policy
Albuquerque radio stations and
intramural affairs.
each
o:f
the
summer
performances.
will be entered in a competition Broadway musical comedies, fea· An orchestra composed o:f local
Committee and may be presented
THE PRESENT intramural
of east-coast college literary turing professional actors, sing. musicians will also play weekly.
Ill'S and dancers, will come to
committee is so large that it is to the general :faculty at a meetmagazines, Mrs. Alinder said.
'·
William Martin, director of unwieldy and the once-a-month ing in early April.
UNM's Concert Hall beginning in
The spring issue should be out June,
Concert Hall, said that a student meetings often result in no proProf. Hubert Alexander, chairin mid-May, she said. The 48-page
A RESIDENT company from discount plan will be established. gress or results, the cabirman man of the Faculty Policy Combook will probably contain works
Martin added that the discount says.
of more than 30 authors, she re- New York will produce the shows may cover only summer session
mittee, said yesterday that the
between
June
24
and
August
24.
Two senior managers and posported. "I am eager to print short
students.
group
approved the proposal and
stars
of
stage,
films
and
Different
sibly four junior managers would
stories, critical essays, scientific
Martin has worked closely with act as a protest board and handle returned it to the Committee on
television
will
be
called
in
for
(Continued c;~n Page 2)
the company's two producers, the training of eight sophomore the University with a recommenTom Mallow and Barry Tuttle. managers, Ray says.
datic;~n that it be sent to the gen.
Martin estimated that each show
At
the
same
time
the
sophoeral
faculty.
will cost around $30,000 to produce. He said that the company, more managers would work with
The first evaluation would be
a privately financed organization, less important aspects of the in- conducted late this spring, with
tramural progl·am such as the
may be called Starlight Theater. paperwork,
results made available next fall.
he says.
THERE ARE some 60 BroadStudents
in every class would be
The UNM Students for KenRay says that the new system
way hits to choose from in the
asked
to
complete
a questionnaire
nedy will meet Tuesday night at
series by the resident company. will approach the point system judging professors on personal
7:30 in rooms 250 A-C of the
By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Sotne choices mentioned are differently. "Now, many groups
Union. Plans call for discussion
The UNM students for Mc- :'Most Happy Fella," "Camelot" enter individuals just to collect and professional qualities based
of the Time magazine Choice '68 Carthy initiated their drive last and "My Fair Lady."
on about 25 multiple-choice quesentry points, Often the entries are tions,
campus elections in April.
weekend to gain 'Support for SenAlbuquerque citizens have been not the slightest bit interested in
The group will also organize ator Eugene McCarthy's bid to
competition and the forfeited
Eesults of the survey would hf;..
plans for precinct work in Albu- win the Democratic presidential given the chance to invest in the matches and arguments that often collated by computer and pre.
company
and
become
limited
partquerque during the campaign. nomination, campus chairman
ners in the program. The Albu- follow just make a bigger mess sented on a graph. A short stateKennedy supporters here hope to Maurica Mackey said Sunday.
querque Chamber of ommerce bas of things." Ray says, "We are ment would also be published, listsend UNM students as delegates
MACKEY SAID that 4000 let- endorsed the plan.
trying to get away from this."
ing the number of students reto the state convention.
ters were mailed to precinct leadsponding, the percentage of stuHall
will
be
rented
The
Concert
.Robert Kennedy baa been con- eres all over the state of New to the company, but UNM is not
RAY SAYS THE intramural dents recommending the course,
tacted by the Speakers Commit- Mexico in an attempt to spark directly sponsoring the program. board had recently sent a resolu- and the distribution of the ratings
tion to student senate asking for on a percentage basis.
tee and has made a tentative ap. delegate support at the precinct
pointment to speak at UNM "late conventions which will be held
in March," Associated Students June 15.
President John Tho1·son said yesIn addition, student McCarthy
terday.
workers distributed McCarthy liThe student group a'lso hopes to terature at meetings during the
establish an active campus dia- week at the Hilton Hotel for
Dr, George Keppers, chairman
logue on the war in VietNam and gubernatorial candidate Bruce
of
the department of guidance
services would include: identifi~
on pressing urban issues in the Xing and for all gubernatorial
and
special
education
in
the
UNM
cation
and encouragement of high
United States, Thorson said.
candidates at the Knights of
school
students who have an in~
Ooi!ege
of
Education,
has
been
ap.
Columbus Hall, Mackey said.
pointed assistant dean of student
terest
in
and potential for teachWorkers were also present at
ing;
selection
of students applyaffairs
in
the
college,
Dean
Ches·
the speech Thursday by ex-comeing
for
admission
to teacher eduter
C.
Travelstead
announced
dian Dick Gregory in the UNM Friday.
cation vrograms; counseling st\l,;'
Concert Hall.
dents in the College of Education;"
The appointment is effective
MACKEY SAID that he was
A course in the "Negro Revoluand
the development and custody
July 1, the beginning of the new
tion in America" will be taught at pleased by the amount of student academic year.
o£
student
records.
the International Center on Wed- support shown · for McCarthy on
The
position
also will involve
Dr. Xeppers will continue to
nesday!! from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. the campus this early in the camsuch
things
as
checking
for gradpaign, and added that "we organ- serve as chairman of the guidance
beginning March 27.
uation
recommendation
for
teachized just about a week ago and
Joe Long, Jim Martino, and already we had a good number of and specinl education department
er certification, aid to graduates
Ron Williams will teach the workers this weekend who can- during 1968-69, Dr. Travelstead
in securing teaching and admincourse which traces the civil- vassed every shopping center in said. He will also serve as dil·ecistrative positions in schools, foltor of the College of Education's
rights movement in the last dec- the city of Albuquerque."
low-up services after graduation
Manzanita Center next year.
ade. Etlgistration is at the first
and
placement, and coordination
He added that "a tremendous
In his new capacity as assistant
meeting this week at the I-Center, amount of work remains to be
of evaluation of the graduates of
dean, Dr. Keppers will be respon~
1808 Las Lomas NE.
UNM's teacher education courses.
done, because we intend to raise
The course, based on oven dis· as much precinct convention sup- sible for coordination of a variety
"Dr. Xeppers is well-prepared
eussions, will run eight to ten port in Bernalillo County as Pos- of atudent personnel services for
to coordinate these l'lervices which
students engaged in teacher edu· ·
are sorely needed in the College
weeks, Reading materials will be sible.''
cation
programs at UNM.
of
Education-both at the under.
recommended this week.
(Continued on Page 2)
Dean Travelstead indicated the
graduate
and graduate levels,"
DR. KEPPERS
Dean Travelstead said.
-~-·-·· :

In Summer Program

Concert l-lall t:o Feature

• JIM
HUIIIM

-

No.85

For Thunderbird

GO CLASSIFIED
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Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

VoJ. 71

Top Broadway Musicals

Kennedy Students
Will Meet Tuesday

~

MKENICHOlS

EXICO

FOR SALE
1962 AUSTIN HEALY 3000 MKU. i speed,
w/ovenlrive, wlre wbeels, 3 c:uhL New
tlr<s, vinyl tup, -~a. bralo:... and paint

en-

Evaluation Plans

for UNM Passed

At Policy Session

McCarthy Group

Goins Momentum

Assistant Dean Appointed

Negro Revolution
Is Course Subject

~~day, March 25,1968

Monday, March 25' ~96~

Brahms, De b ussy, W or ks Featured

UNM
Spring
Enrollment
Up
7
Percent
to
13,000
A6

Colorado College Choir Will Perform

f

Thurs~"!',.~.e·!!!:ln ~~~,~~~!!~!~~.?~

, A ftrhee Pw~rks of Johannes tensive tour durmg sprmg vacamg
e
"11"
t•
Brahms Ralph Vaughn WI lams :I:::o::n::_.- - - : - - - - - - : - - - - and Cl~ude Bebussy will be presented by the Colorado College
Choir at 8 p.m. Thursday, March
28 in the uNM Recital Hall.
THE CONCERT CHOIR, conducted by Donald Jenkins, ~n assistant professor of music at
Colorado College, will open the
SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
program with three motets.
2100 Cenlr•l E., Albuquerque, N•w Mellco
.
Phofte Z42.00t6
The motets are "Jeruselem" by
Giovanni Biordi; "Crucitixus" by
Yow T..eco Star Dealer
Antonio Lotti and "Sing Joyfully
Unto God" by William Byrd.
The program features "Gloria
Patri" a duet for two sopranos by
Niccolo Jomelli; "Motet Op. 74,
No. 1" by Johannes ~rahms;
"Trois Chansons"-a mus1cal setting of three Charles d'Orleans
poems-by Calude Debussy; and
"Lamentations of Jeremiah" by
Alberto Ginastera.
The final work in the program
will feature Ralph Vaughn Williams' "Festival Te Deum." This
song is one of rejoicing based on
the traditional words used by the
Catholic Church.
THE CHOIR is composed of 57
6:00-10:00 am
undergraduate students at ColoYour Jhink Green
rado College, an independe~t,
fom·-year liberal arts college m
r") Money
Colorado Springs.
,_""E::/,..
Man

:.-·: _ ·_f'(·'"'

·"

"' ·- ··

BOB (TUCK Kopp) is ~ongratul~ted by Goyo
(Phil Nicholson) and P~ec10sa (~us!me. Kahn) t~!
the intellectual's cocktail party m Asia ~nd .
Far East'' for his contribution to th~ groupts m~~'1 t
f upport for the sale of their coun ry.
e
t::e: ~ur~ed in some of the best performances of
the evening. The play will continue through the

·

h" h t bidder with uncomfortable remmders of
th: :!mmerciai pressures of everyday life in mod·
.
ern society.

Chocron's 'Far East'
Paints Dead Society

.
University Theater's latest of- that anyone would buy.
Actually, of course, the sale IS
fering, Chocran's "Asia and the much more like an A.I.D. prog~am
Far East," is a remarkable play than a real estate transactiOn,
presented by an adequate cast. bringing "technicians, superThe play works with the meta- visors, machines, computers and
phor of commercial activities. in administrators," (as Snapp. has
interpreted it) or all the mhumodern life, mercilessly attackmg manities in society that have I~d
the model'n philosophy more-o~~ the population to forsake their
less by "I have, therefore I am.
birth rights and abandon the
"Asia and the Far East" is the
Phi'l
story of the effect a decisi.on to country.
The performances of
sell their country to the h1gh~st Nicholson, John 01son, Just!ne
bidder had on a representattve Kahn and Tuck Kopp were ~~
sampling of its ~opulace. One pressive. They managed ?> rise
might only fault the work here, above the norm of the e.vemng al!d
for its lack of depth in t~e cha~ avoid upstaging, shnllness. (1n
acters. Chocr.an has designed 1t place of projection) and cormness.
this way however. His instruc- Suzanne Breault and Gerry Putions can' for a vaudeville rhythm hara on the other hand, didn't.
and atmosphere; this, however,
The production will run through
some of the cast have chosen to the week end of March 29-31, and
apply to their performances.
tickets are on sale in the Rodey
It shoUld be noted, however, Theatre box office.
that they have done 'Yell .with an
excised script that 1s, m some
places, needlessly bl:!tchered ~y
Edwin Snapp, the dire~tor. His
circumcisjon of the abortion scene
is. inexcusable and the cut~ suf1'ered in the part of Pepe m tne
The UNM Resistance will have
cocktail party are at best unwieldy. One should expect such a briefing and brainstor~ing sesalterations to contxibute to the sion tonight at 8 p.m. m Ro?m
presentation; these don't hang 23 1-E of the Union. The seSSIO~
:will be to further plan the group s
well at all.
·
The play has a tight organiza- scheduled April draft protest at
tion to its swift series of ~mpres the Albuquerque induction center.
The draft protest is called the
sionistic scenes that belies the
vaudeville instructions on the pro- Celebration of the Impending Colgram cards. Each vignette repre- lapse of the ~elec.tive S~rvice. ~he
sents part of a bitter attack on April 2 affan will begm at 6.45
Venezuelan society, which. co~ a.m.
The Resistance and the new1Y
demns the loss of humamty m
modern life, castigates human organized wome~'s group, !Jarr;selfiishness, and the death of na- sels in Dissent, will be at tomght s
tionalism. No one-:-not th~ rebels meeting. Musicians, artists, and
blowing up bridges, the mtel~ec chefs are being sought by the
tuals' cocktail parties, nor crim- Resistance to help with the April
inals in the street-is spared as 2 protest.
Chocran paints the picture of a
society that has lost its worth and
then, paradoxically, decides to
sell itself. One can only marvel
(Continued from page 1)
Delegates elected at the precinct conventions represent their
precincts at the county conven(Continued from page 1)
tion which in turn selects dele·
pieces, and social comment ~rt gat~s to the state convention. The
icles but very few manuscripts New Mexico delegates to ~he
Democratic national convention
,
are submi
tte d"
, . she sa1,"d· .
are
chosen at the state conven·
The coming Issue will mclude
a special section on lithography. tion.
Mackey said that a large meet"UNM is one of the top schools
in the nation in lithography, and ing will be held Thursday at '7:30
Prof. Garo Antreas.ian of the art in the Kiva to discul!s some of
department has written the most the issues in McCarthy's cam ..
commonly used . textbook,'' Mrs. paign and the role UNM students
might play in the campaign.
Alinder said.

Resistance Meeting
.P1anned for Tonight

McCarthy •••

Finance .••
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Spencer Tracy .. · - · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · ·
Guess Who's Coming To Dinner

First Prize: $25 Second $15 Third: $lO
Turn In Ballots To Activities Center
Secretary
Deadline April7, 1968
Two Ballots Per Person

Name --------------------------------
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Best Actress
Anne Bancroft .. • · • • • • • • • • · · • • • · • • ' ' • · ' • ' ' ' '

The Graduate
Faye Dunaway . , ' ...• ' • .. , .. , .. , . ' , , , , , ' .. ,
Bonnie And Clyde
Edith Evans ... , .. ' ....•.. ' . , . , . ' ... , • • , ... ,
The Whlsperers
Audrey Hepburn . · • · · · · · · · • • • • · · · ' · • ' ' • ' ' ' '
Wait Untll Dark
Katherine Hepburn··························
Guess Who's Coming To Dinner

J

, ;,~I

---
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"The Bare Necessities'' • · • · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • ' ' · ·
The Jungle Book
"The Eyes Of Love" . , • ' ... , , , ... ' .... , ... , . . - - Banning
"The Look Of Love"·························-Casino Royale
"Talk To The Animals" • ' .•.. , ...... , , .. , ' • • , , - Or. Doollltle
"Thoroughly Modern Millie" • , . , . ' , . , , ' . • , •.. ,
Thoroughly Modern Millie

Du~otin

Hoffman , ••• , •.•...• • t
The Graduate

• • •
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• •
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• • • • • • • •
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Carol Channing .. · · · · · · · • • · · · · • • ' ' ' ' ' · · • ' ' •

Thoraughly Modern Millie
Mildred Natwick , , ... , . , , ' , , . , . ' • . , ' . • .. , , ..
Barefoot In The Park
Estelle Parsons ...•...... • · · • • · • · · · • • • · · · · • · •
Bonnie And Clyde
Beah Richards .... , . , , .. , , , , , .. , ......•.....
Guess Who's Coming To Dinner

®

Katherine Ross ....•.•.•••. · · • • · • · • • • · • • · · • · •
The Graduate

Best Supporting Actor
John Cassavettes ....•. , .... • • • • . • · • • • • · · · · • ·
The Dirty Dozen
Gene Hackman ••... , •..•. • • • • • • · • • · • • • · • • • ·

Bonnie And Clyde

Warren Beatty , , , , •. , ••. , ...•. , •. • • • • • • • • • ·
Bonnie And Clyde

•

"Your major doesn't matter. There
are plenty of programmers at IBM
with degrees in liberal arts or business.
What counts is having a logical mind.
"I'm making good progress in this field,
so I'm glad I was able to make the
change. I think it indicates how far
IBM will go to help you make the most of
your abilities.''
AI's comments cover only a small part of
the IBM story. For more facts, visit your
campus placement office. Or send an outline
of your career interests and educational
background toE; C. Purtell, Jr., IBM Corporation, Department C, 3424 Wilshire
Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90005.
We'~·e an equal opportumty employer.
c

Richard Brooks - · · · · · · · · · · · · · • ' · · · • · · ' ' • · · · '
In Cold Blood
Norman Jewison · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' · · · · • • · ' ·
In The Heat Of The Night

Cec11 Kellaway ..... • · . , .. • • • • • • • · • • · • • • · ' · · •

Best Actor

dents; 186 unclassified; 2,515
graduate students; 168 in law;
80 in medicine; and 1,020 students
in non-degree status.
The five states outside New
Mexico with largest representation among the student body are,
California, New York, Texas, Illi.
nois, and Colorado.

You don't need a technical degree

i·• I

Best Supporting Actress

Guess Who's Coming To D••nner , ' ' , ' , .. , ' . ' , .. - - In The Heat Of The Night

\

Arthur Penn ....•.............•...•........ •
Bonnie And Clyde
Mike Nichols , ..... · · · · •••.... · · . - · · · · · · · · · ·
The Graduate
Stanley Kramer . · · · · · · · · · · • · · • · • · · • · · · · • • · · ·
Guess Who's Coming To Dinner

Best Sbng
Ph.------

I

Best Director

Address

Bonnie And Clyde

l,.

Cool Hand Luke
Rod Steiger ..................•............•
1n The Heat Of The Night

Academy Awards Contest

I.D. - - - - - -

I

Paul Newman ....... · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · • • - - -

UNM Film Committee
Announces

dents from 67 countries and possessions.
Bernalillo county is listed as
the residence of by far the largest
group-8,870.
The University lists by classes
this semester: 2,858 freshmen;
2,540. sophomores; 1,997 juniors;
1,572 seniors; 88 fifth year stu-

"I joined IBM in June, '65, in operations research.
"I liked the work well enough, but after a year and a half, I began to
think that the ideal field for me was computer programming. (This is
Alvin Palmer, an Associate Programmer at IBM.)
"But by this time, I was making a pretty good salary. So I was faced with
a big question. Would IBM be willing to let me move into a new field
which would mean going to school and not being productive for a while?
"The answer was 'yes.' I went to programming school full time for three
months. And IBM continued to pay my full salary.
"I get a tremendous kick out of programming. You're telling a computer
how to do its job, and it really gets you involved. Maybe because you're
continually solving problems."

"" \:P sound
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greater than the gain last fall
over the previous fall registration
total.
Enrolled at UNM this semester are '7,842 men and 5,182 women. A total of 10,869 are classified as New Mexico residents and
2,155 are from other states or nations. There are 235 foreign stu-

a cotnpany's interest in
its people by its willingness
to invest in thetn!'

RADIO

2-47-8626

that of a year ago. Spring semester enrollment last year totaled
12,157.
While total enrollment is below
the fall registration figure-the
second semester enrollment traditionally is below that of the first
-the percentage of increase this
spring over last spring is slightly
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sprmg enrollment of 13,024 ·
.
.J •.c. MacGregor,. director of admis.siOn~ and registrar for the
Umversity! has rel?orted a 7.13
per cent mcrease m. enrollment
for second semester this year over

Phil Harper

k d of March 2o-31 at University Theater, in
ft:e
Ne:rth American debut. It is the story of the
decision of a population to sell the count~y to the

1 50
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Guess Who's Coming To Dinner
George ICennad y ..••• , •••••• , · • · · · • • • · • • • • · • - - Cool Hand Luke
•

Mfc:hae1 Pollard .. , , •.. , .•• , • • • · · • ; • • • · · · • • ' • _.__
lionnle And Clyde

•

·•
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State of Affairs
Can Johnson Lose
the Nomination?
By CLAYTON FRITCHEY
WASHINGTON-Since it is so widely asserted that .it is impossible
to deprive an incumbent President of renomination why is there so
much excitement over the challenges of Sen. Euge~e McCarthy and
Sen. Robert)'. Kennedy?
..,_ .Actually, the case against the possibility of any rival defeating
Lyndon Johnson for the Democratic nomination is not as air tight as
it is supposed to be, but in Washington the explanation lies elsewhere
for the growing feeling that the President may not end up as the
nominee. The feeling is based on the capital's highly developed political
instinct, which has often proved more reliable than logic.

* * *

t

For many months a number of prominent men who know the President well {especially old colleagues in Congress) have privately been
saying that Johnson would Jl,2i run again if he faced certain defeat.
The operative word is "certain.''' Ni>w, in the light of the setbacks in
Viet Nam, in New Hampshire, and in the public opinion polls, this
surmise has suddenly picked up momentum.
Viewed in this light, the seemlingly quixotic campaign of Senator
McCarthy, and the prospective one of Senator Kennedy, may be more
realistic than they appear at first glance. It is too early to see what
the culmination of their candidacies will be, but it is not at all difficult
to see that either singly, or in combination, they could destroy the
credibility of Johnson as a successful party standard bea-rer.

'
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* * *

.,.. In just one primary in one small state, Senator McCarthy has already dealt a serious blow to the President's prestige. If McCarthy
does as well, or better, in the bigger primaries just ahead, he may not
get the nomination himself, but he ·could demonstrate for all to see,
including Johnson, that the President would have no chance of reelection even if he succeeded in forcing his own nomination on a
reluctant party.
The intervention of Senator Kennedy, no matter how it affects
McCarthy, it bound to stimulate the already formidable opposition to
Johnson. The critical campaigning of these two senators against the
party leader over a period of months will almost inevitably make the
nomination worthless to Johnson.
There is also the possibility of the President's position being further
eroded by new setbacks in Viet Nam, the renewal of rioting in U.S.
cities, attacks on the dollar, and inflation, followed by further drops
in the public opinion polls. In the face of all this, what would Lyndon
Johnson do?

* "' *

He is a very proud man (some would say a very vain one). He won
in 1964 by the g-reatest majority of any President. If he faced certain
and humiliating defeat in 1968, would he ,go to the post? No one,
. ,ppssibly including the President himself, knows for sure, but there are
some veteran politicians (friends as well as critics of the President)
who are willing to ·bet that he wan's run under such circumstances.
Both McCarthy and Kennedy are, of course, well aware of this possibility. They are also aware that if they :succeed in subjecting the
President to a series of defeats in many parts of the country, they may
convert a possibility into a probability.
It is not likely that Kennedy's new rnove was inspired by the conviction that McCarthy was going to roll up more convention votes than
Johnson. What he has perceived is that the McCarthy challenge is exposing the President's vulnerability so dramatically that the President,
for his party's sake as well as his own, may follow the precedent set by
other Chief Executives who inherited the office and were later reelected. Like Truman, Coolidge, and Teddy Roosevelt, he may c}joose
not to run again.

* * *
It is that eventuality that prompted some of ltennedy's

advisers to
urge the Senator to put himself into contention. Otherwise, if Johnson
suddenly withdrew at the la:st moment, the nomination might just drop
into McCarthy's lap. The Kennedy men also know that the Senator's
entry will enhance both the possibility of a withdrawal and the
chances of actually denying the nomination to .Johnson if he persists h~
· seeking it in the face of popular repudiation.
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By ARTHUR R. BLISS
Dick Gregory's message is
,c'lear. The revolution is here.
Eithel' we're in it or agin it. I
mean this is the time of the black
revolution, th white revolution,
the student revolution. Black
radicalism is here to stay.
It is also painfully clear that
a tt.itudes will not be changed in a
dishonest atmosphere. The dilemma is clear ... blood will flow . , .
it's inevitable. Attitudes cannot
lie legislated, there's no easy way
out.
What can I do ? What can you
do? The sickness and the craziness that has been compounding
and festering in the USA hasn't
been caused by anybody alive today-nobody is- responsible for
starting it--only for going along
and non-thinkingly continuing and
carrying it.

* * "'

The only way to reverse such a
trend is to become honest. We can
admit to ourselves our own prejudice, our own part in the sick
craziness of our society, our own
apathy and our own individual
and collective living death!
Everybody is a part of it, we
are all swimming in the cesspool
of it, no wonder the blame is forever shunted onto anybody else.
The riots are inevitable this summer . . • admit it . . . the blood
will flow ... admit it ... our sickness will train the dogs and the
tanks and the national guard
against it and we will wonder who
is to blame.
It's me, baby, and it's you, and
it's every person you see has his
share of the sick craziness, his
share of the blame.
You don't have to be a red-neck
or a KKK to own your share of
the sickness .•. you just have to
be a well intentioned liberal who
can't quite understand why the
negroes aren't placated by a civil
rights bill . . . or why so many
young people violently oppose the
draft and the war in Viet N am.

* * *

You feel there must be an alternative somewhere . . • here's
mine. The beginning of a solution:
One: no matter what color or

* .. *
Now stop to reconsider
What? me endanger my chance
for a choice job with IBM, with
Dow Chemical. How can you ndanger yourself more than by
selling your soul, baby? It's worth
your while alright, the fat
salaries, the leisure time, the affluent game isn't bad in itself, but
watch out . . . it has got a rotten core that somehow goes along
with tbe rest.
If you can care enough about
yourself to want any honesty in
where you're going, you've got to
insist on it now and keep on insistingn. You don't have to fast
or wear work clothes until the
war is over. If you feel it do it,
but it's too easy to cop out by not
wanting to get too far out of line,
to appear too kooky or too different.
Don't get hung up on picketing, demonstrations, sit-ins, etc. , .
thinking they are all that can be
done. Hell it. can't be all! They
are what is available now, but
that's all. This may be the first
task .•. at a time when the great
majority of Americans must be
made barely cognizant of what
is . . • and of their individual

Information supplied by the UNM
Calendar Office.
MONDAY
Las Campanaa Interviews: Union 250
A·B; 8 :30 a.m.
Law School; Union 231 A-B: 12:30 p.m.
College of Nursing; Union 253: 1:00

p.m.
Free Univ: John AU8tin; Union 231 A;
3:30 p.m.
Free Univ: Paul Goodman; Union 281
C-; 3:30 p.m.

Pan hellenic Council; Union Council
Room: 3 :30 p.m.
Phi Gamma Delta; Union N. Ballroom:
6:30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda: Union 250 D-E;
6:15 p.m.
Town Club; Union Council Room: 6:30
p.m.
Town Club Pledg.. ; Union 250 C; 6 :80
p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda Alcthians : Union
250 B; 7 :OG p.m.
SDS; Union 231 E: 8 :00 p.m.
UNM Concert Band; Concert Hall: 8 :15
p.m.
TUESDAY
United Indian Pueblos Agency Interviews: Union 260 C, D, E; 8 :00 a.m.
LM Campanns Interviews ; Union 250
A-n: 8 :30 a.m.
Student Affairs Stall'; Union Council
Room ! !) :00 a.m.
Studcnt-Fnculty Luncheon; Union tan
E&W ; 11 :30 a.m.
Free Univ: Desth of God & Birth o!
Man ; Union 231 C; 3 :00 p,m,
Senate Finance Committee: Union
Council Room; 3 :30 p.m.
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shares of the sickness and the
craziness and the blame.

"' "' "'

Look beyond these means, baby,
because things are changing and
we had better be looking at where
we're going. The facets are that
our American society is the way
it is. It will be much the same
when we get deeper into it (and
older) ... It's what we've got, it's
our society, our future, our life •..
And it's sick and it's crazy.
Close your eyes to it baby and
you're in the middle of it dying
from the stench. You can always
have your nose, eyes and ears removed-voluntarily of course.
What are my alternatives and
what are your alternatives to going along with things as they are,
to being absorbed, poisoned?
Wake up baby, you're already absorbed, you're already poisoned,
you have been carefully prepared
to go along •.. your sicknes3, your
craziness is with your ... it is you.
The only alternative I see is a
lifetime of saying no to the sickness, saying no to the cr:.>ziness,
saying no to the dishonesty! But
this alone is not enough. You and
I have something to say yes to
ourselves and our future!

Free Unlv: Personal Anarchy; Union
231 D-E; 4:30 p.m.

Wisconsin to Allow
Iowa U. Graduate Students Sharing Military Recruiters
Federal Payments with Peace Groups

Associated Students; Union Council
Room: 5:00 p.m.
Las Campanas: Union 231 A-D; 6 :00

p.m.

SDS: Union 231 E; 7:30 p.m.
Students !or Robert F. Kennedy; Union
2 50 A-C; 7:30 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon Pi: Union 231 C; S :00
p.m.

Pi Gamma Delta Pledges; Union 129:
8:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
United Indian Puebloo Age'Jlcy Interviews: Union 250 c. D, E; 8 :00 a.m.
Las Campanas Interviews: Union 250
A-B: 8:30 a.m.
AWS: Union 231 D·E; 3 :30 p.m.
Mortar Board: Union 231 B; 6 :15 p.m.
AWS Judicial Board; Union 231 C; 7:00
p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Plcdgel!; Union 231 A;
7:00 p.m.
N.S.A.: Union 253: 7 :00 p.m.
Omega Psi Phi; Union 129 ~ 7:00 p.m.
Student Senate; Union Council Room:
1:00 p.m.
APOWA Pledg""; Union 250 C ; 7:30
p.m.
Sandia Grotto; Union 231 D·E; 7 :30
p.m.
SDS Panel Discussion on Marxlam ;
Union 250 A-B; 7 :30 p.m.
Delta. Sigma PI; Union 250 D·E; 8 :0()

p.m.
Friends of Art Leeture: "El Greco/' by
Betsy Smith; I<'lne Arts Recital Hall; 8 :00
p.m~
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IOWA CITY, Iowa (CPS) Several groups of University of
Iowa students are donating part
of their federally financed scholarships to anti-war groups.
Twenty-six graduate students
with fellowships from the National Defense Education Act, the
National Institute of Child Health
and Develovment, and the National Science Foundation have
pledged up to half of their monthly checks to ''humanitarian relief
work in Viet Nam" and "legitimate political dissent in the
United States.
They say they have collected
more than $500 and that another
$1,000 has been pledged. Three
graduate
students
attending
school on the Gl bill said they
would give at least one-tenth of

their monthly checks and possibly
more.
"The same government which is
paying for our education is also
financing the destructive war in
Viet Nam," the group of graduate fellows said in a statement,
'"and for us to remain silent is
implicitly to approve this policy.
In view of the responsibility to the
United States to which we are
all committed as recipients of government grants, we have decided
that the most meaningful action
we can take is to donate a portion of these grants to peace
organizations."

Qualifications

Interviews Begin
To Pick Advisors
For Men's Dorms

A.W.S. ; Executive Board : Union Counoll
Room : 7 :30 p,m,
Circle K: Union 250 D; 7 :30 p.m.
ExperimE.'!ntal Film Series: .. The 13rht0
and "The Flower Thief" ; Concert Hall;

265-7611

~-eel~

~-TRAVEL SERVICEI!iJI

Albuquerque, N.M.

1516 San Pedro NE

FAST-FAST-FAST

255-5381

Listen to KUNM

When
the campus is
dead,
And there
just
ain't life.
Come feast
at

Bob'sIn
the coffee

shop
or
under the
lights ...

Patronize.
Lobo Advertizers
TODAY .•• IN THE BELLAS HESS

"~~~PUS SPOTLIGHT
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7:80p.m.

Chi Alpha; Union 129: 8:00 p.m.
Pre-Med Society; Union 2550 A-B; 5 :00

IVY tEAGUE

p.m.

Speakers Comm. Lecture: Alexandra
Aolstoy; . Union Ballroom; 8 :00 p.m.
Colorado College Choir ; FIM Arfll :Recital Hall: 8 :15 p.m.
FRIDAY
Lobo Chri•tlan Fellowahlp-Faeulty:
Union 231 C: 12 ilG p.m.
Lntln-Amer!cnn Desk: Union 281 A-B;
12:30 p.m.

SPORT SHIRTS
Button-Down Collars . . • Striped
. . Tattersalls, Prints, Solids .•
in the season's most popular
colors. All sizes •
your choice

2.94
Department

BELLAs
Hess
DEPARTMENT STORE

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9·9 Saturday
10-6 Sunday
Corner Menaul & Carlisle

..

Get There First and Foremost
With Your Travelers
FIRST Aid
Your Travel Number is

Interviews for Resident Advisor
positions in all of the four men's
residence halls are being held
through April 22. Interested persons should contact Lawrence
Regional auditions will be held
Lomako, Assistant Dean of Men Saturday, April 13, for parts in
for housing, or complete applica- the musical "Carnival." Actors,
tions available in any of the men's singers, and dancers are needed.
dorms.
The production will spend three
QUALIFICATIONS.. for the months (September to November
position include a 2.3 grade ave- 1968) visiting 30 states.
rage, junior standing, and suc30 Minute Dorm Delivery
The auditions will be held from
cessful leadership experience. The 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Greer
7 Nights Until 1:30
applicant must be single.
Garson Theatre Building at the
An advisor is responsible for College of Santa Fe.
the well being of approximately
60 students. He must coordinate
activities for a complete floor of
in the Triangle lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE
the hall, and he will be responsible to the head resident.
In return for his services, the ----------~~~~
advisor receives a single room, full board, and '20.00 per month
for nine months. He will not be
allowed to have other outside employment, or carry more than 16
study hours.
IF APPOINTED, he will be
exvected to serve the nine-month
academic year. He will be required
to attend a one week Orientation
Program before the beginning of
the semester and will not be eligible for election to Student Government.
Applications must be returned
to the personnel co-ordinator in
Coronado Hall. Appointments for
the fall term, '68, will be an.
nounced June 1; and for the
spring term by January 31.

* "' *

p.m ..

By coLLEGE PREss sERVICE
MADISON, Wis.- By an overwhelming voice vote the University of Wisconsin faculty has decided to continue to allow recruiters-military and otherwise
-on the campus.
Wisconsin was rocked by a major demonstration agai!lst Dow
Chemical Company recruiters last
fall. Police were called in to deal
with the demonstrators.
A student-faculty committee
set up after the demonstration
recommended the university drop
all recruiting. Eight members of
the committee-three faculty
members and five students-voted
in favor of ending all recruiting.
But a minority, four faculty
members and two students, voted
to keep recruiting, provided that
a
student-faculty
committee
would be set up to avoid violence
in specific cases, even if it meant
having a particular recruiter go
off campus. That minority report
was approved by the faculty this
week.

CAREER BOUND

Regional Tryouts
Set For 'Carnival'

And the only way there is for
enough people to One: get honest,
Two: get with other hone~t people, and Three: find out the facts,
baby. It's funny ho"\V getting honest brings out a desire to know
what's really going on , . . the
truth.
I don't know all the facto about
what's wrong. I listen and try to
get what I can :from honeat people. Mostly I know what I feel
and what I can see around me.
There's only one way, baby . . •
Be a radical! Be a revolutionary I
Four years ago I would have been
handing out American Forum
literature at the entranc« to a
Dick Gregory talk. Peace marchers and liberals gave me a real
pain. They still do! Today that's
a dead end, that's part of the big
dishonest game.
Whether we like it or nlt there
is a revolution. Black l Yes!
White? Yes! Student? Yes! Don't
think twice, baby, you're .in there
somewhere . . . and if you ain't
in it, you're again it!

Wednesday Night Dance; Union Ballroom.: 8:00 p.m.
THURSDAY
Free Univ: Electric Muolc; Union 231
A: 9:30 a.m.
Free Univ: Death of God & Birth of
Man; Union 231 C: 3:30 p.m.
Senate Steering Comm ; Union 253 ; 3 :30
p.m.
Free Univ: The Poet Speaks to the
American PeoPle; Union 231 B; 4:00 p.m.
Free Univ: Personal Anarchy; Union 231
E ; 4 :30 p.m.
APOWA Executive Meeting; Union
Council Room : G:30 p.m.
Chl'lle Club: Union 231 B·C; 7 :00 p.m.
Christian Science Organization-; Union
250 E; 7 :00 p.m.
I.F.C.; Union 260 C; 7:00 p.m.
Alpha. Phi Omega; Union 231 E; 7:30
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Gl Bill, Scholarships

Calling U

Tf-IERE!

I

Blood Will Flow

who you are, don't be blind
enough to go any :(urther until
you get honest with yourself. Get
to know and begin to admit your
own full share of our society's
sick craziness that is in you, baby,
that IS where it is!
Two: Go back to One , .• then
get with others honestly, get together concernedly, stay with
your concerns, and for your own
sake stay honest!
Three: Go back to One ..• stay
with Two . . . and find out the
facts ... The facts start out with
each of us in this American
society, smack in the center of it,
right in the middle of the whole
deadly, fear-crazed bag.
There's no point in my conjecturing past this point . . . this
is where it is, this is the solution.
Don't get me wrong, action will
following. But action not based
on One, Two and Three is dangerous . ,<> • "there is nothing more
horrible than ignorance in motion."

HOW6 T~A ....

...
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This card costs $5. It could save you $50 or more any
time you want to cut out: to go skiing, or home for vacation,
or to an out-of-town game, or to a houseparty in Denver.
It's Frontier Airlines' 21 Fare identification card.
And it entitles you to four great cut-out privileges: {1) to
fly Frontier for 40% less than full fare; {2) to have a
confirmed reservation on any Frontier Flight, any day;
(3) to take as many of these low-cost flights as you
have time for in the next six months; and (4) to enjoy the
Youth Fare privileges of most other major airlines.
Only one requirement: You've got to be at least 12
years old (no sweat) and not over 21 (Sorry, graduate
students, use our Standby Fare.) Take proof of your age
to Tom Joule, your Frontier campus representative,
to your Travel Agent, or any Frontier ticket office.

FRoNiiiif>_ A/RUNES
The airline that knows the West. Best.
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Lobo Gymnasts Win U NM's First League Title

Lobo Baseballers
Win Aggie Series
For the second time this season, ton in a rough third inning when
the New Mexico Lobo baseball he allowed five Aggie runs on two
team swept a three-game series hits, two walks, and an error.
from the New Mexico State Ag- Sexton did not allow another New
gies. The Lobos won a single game Mexico State run after the third
Friday 7-1, and took both ends of inning.
McLaughlin was merciless at
a doubleheader Saturday 10-1,
the plate against the Aggies Satand 6-5.
In the first game of the twin urday, collecting seven hits in
bill Saturday, Lobo pitcher Ron seven official trips to the plate.
Sims threw a superb one-hitter McLaughlin had a double, three
at the Aggies while his teammates triples, and four REI's.
In the clubs' first meeting this
scored 10 runs on 13 hits to knock
New Mexico State out of the year, New Mexico won three ballgames in one day from the Agpark, 10-1.
SIX OF the Lobos' 13 hits went gies. A Friday single was rained.
for extra bases in the first game. out and forced the teams to play
First baseman Mike McLaughlin the entire series the next day.
THE THREE weekend victories
had fou rhits in four trips to the
plate, including a .triple. Out- for New Mexico put its season
fielder Dick Baldizan hit an in- record at 14-2, one of the best
side the park homerun, the sec- starts a Lobo baseball team has
ond homerun for Lobos this sea- had. The Lobos' only two losses
came against the University of
son.
The Aggies came from two runs 'Texas-El Paso Miners in the first
behind in the second game and game of a season opener doublescored five runs in the top of the header, and a loss to Southern
third inning. New Mexico came Illinois University last weekend.
The Lobos will meet Colorado
back with two more runs in the
State
today in a rematch of a
bottom of the third to close the
gap to 5-4 and then tied it up in game that New Mexico won 7-4
·last week. New Mexico will play
the fifth with one more.
New Mexico's McLaughlin came Southern Colorado in a two-game
to bat with two men out in the series Thursday and Friday bebottom of the ninth and tripled to fore playing a double-header
deep left center. Third baseman against Air Force Saturday. All
Greg With bounced one off the games this week will be played at
fence in left field and McLaughlin the baseball diamond near Unicrossed the plate with the win- versity Arena.
~ew Mexico doesn't come up
ning run.
CHUEY ARM EN D A R I Z agamst a conference opponent
started on the mound for the until April 5 when it meets AriLobos but gave way to Tom Sex- zona State at Tempe.
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Just getting 3 weeks of shaves per charge
(nearly twice as many as any other rechargeable) is good reason for going with
this Norelco Powerhouse. An even better one:
our paper-thin MicrogrooveT>~'floating heads'
and rotary blades that shave so close we dare
any blade to match a Norelco. Proof: independent laboratory tests showed that, in the
majority of shaves, the Norelco Rechargeable
45CT rated as close or even closer than a
leading stainless steel blade. And this
won't cut, nick or scrape.
.
Comes with a pop-up trimmer.
Works with or without a cord.

Even a 115/220 voltage selector. Altogether,
more features than any other shaver ... And
for strictly cord shaving: The new Norelco
Tripleheader Speedshaver'ID 35T. A cord version of the Rechargeable with a more powerful motor than ever before.
Same close-shaving Micro·
tig:ro<>Ve heads. Try either.
r:srm\lln<'with anything less·
is practically dullsville.

~l'eko®

the close, fast, comfortable electric shave.

DEADLINE
12:00 Noon April 5, 1968

PITCH~R RON SI~S (left) confers with coach Bob Leigh and
c:~;tcher Rick Laub. dunng the first game of the Lobos' doubleheader
With th~ New Mexico State Aggies Saturday afternoon. Sims who is

r~covenng from a leg injury incurred in an accident three we~ks ago

pitched a masterful one hitter in leading New Mexico to a 10-1 victory'
The Lobos beat the Aggies 7-1 Friday and then swept both ends of ~
doubleheader Saturday 10-1 and 6-5.

See Coach Klinker

5 Student-Manager Positions Open
For 1968 Football Season; Aid Given
head manager position.
Financial aid from the athletic department will decrease for
each of the four assistant manager 1'S jobs.
---------

Big E

Patronize·

..

..

!

The Lobo golf team opened its
1968 golf season Friday with a
convincing 20-1 win over Colorado State University at the
UNM south golf course.''
New Mexico played a combined
practice-qualifying round on the
New Mexico Tech course at Socorro Saturday in preparation for
New Mexico Intercollegiate meet
to be held there next week.
Golf Coach Dick McGuire will
select 12 players for the Socorro
match strictly on qualifying
rounds. For the remainder of the
season, six men will be on the
traveling squad. The traveling
squad will be selected by qualifying and a decision by McGuire as
to who is playing the best golf.
Dwaine Knight, Albert Lovato,
Terry Dear, and Dennis McCloskey won matches against CSU
and Dick Placek split his contest.
All of the wins, except McCloskey's 2-1 win, were 3-0 sweeps.
Jim Fiala won an exhibition
match against CSU's Jim Hutton
with a six-under-par 66. Fiala's
score was the low round of the
day. Dear had a 70, Lovato a par
72, and Knight a one-over 73.
Coach McGuire will take two
complete teams to the match at
Socorro next weekend. The New
Mexico State team, along with
UNM, is the only other team
given a chance to capture the annual event.

For applications for the
Positions of Editor for
Th~ LOBO
The MIRAGE
The THUNDERBIRD

.

Pomona Unified School
District will be interview·
ing on campus MondQy,
April 1. Interested in elementary and secondary.
~or appointment and information, contact your Placement Office.

RENTS TUXEDOS

FRESHMAN STORMY EATON scored a double victory for the Lobo
gymnastics team last weekend at the Western Athletic Conference
gymnastics championships. Eaton won gold medals in floor exercise
and the trampoline in leading UNM to its first WAC gymnastics title.
The Lobo B team finished second in the meet and five time defending
champion Arizona finished third. New Mexico qualified for the NCAA
meet to be held in Tucson in two weeks.

6-3 Loss

COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

.
{

.

s~
FIRST AND GOLD DIAL 247-4347

~======================~

Tennis Squad, 5-l,
Downed by BYU;
Ted Russel Wins

The deadline for nominations
for next year's Women's Extramural Council is Wednesday,
April 3.
All interested women may petition to the nominating committee
of WEC by submitting their
name, qualifications, and reasons
for running, to the Carlisle Gym
office before the deadline date.
Qualifications for officers are
a grade point (from the previous
semester) of 1.7 for first semester freshmen or a 2.0 thereafter,
or a 2.0 cumulative average. Candidates should list the extramural
sports in wh~ch they have participated.
Further information can be obtained from Annette Montoya or
Kristie Zahm.

The UNM tennis team lost its
first match in six outings Saturday to a talented Brigham Young
University squad. The Lobos lost
four singles matches and two
doubles matches en route to their
6-3 loss. The Lobos are now 5-1.
Lobo Ted Russell won the first
singles match over Keith Nielson,
6-1, 6-8, 6-1!, but the number two
and three men on the team, Tony
Bull and Van Hill, dropped decisions in the first two sets. Bull
lost to Yugoslavian Zoravko Mincek, 6-2, 6-2, and Hill lost to Larry
Hall, 6-4, 6-3.
Willie Oropez won the only
other singles match for the Lobos,
6-4, 6-4. Bill Thompson was defeated by John Fort, 6-2, 6-4, and
Robb Jones lost to Chuck Pate,
6-3, 6-1.
Bull and Hill came back in the
doubles competition and defeated
Nielson and Eric Bear, 6-2, 6-2,
in a match that was over in less
than a half hour. The duo of Russell and Jones lost, 13-11, 8-6, and
Oropez and Thompson dropped
their match 9-7, 7-5.
New Mexico was undefeated in
five matches after a 6-3 win over
conference foe Utah Thursday.
The Lobos other wins came over
Texas Tech, Oklahoma, Oklahoma
City UniYersity, and Colorado
State University.

UCLAisNo.l
UCLA's 101-69 trouncing of
number one ranked Houston Friday in the semifinals of the NCAA
tournament at Los Angeles proved
conclusively that the Bruins are
undisputably the best in the country. Houston handed UCLA its
lone defeat in two years earlier in
the season before 60,000 screaming Texans at the Astrodome.

?

l .

POMONA, CALIF.

Slm~

Right now it looks as if it isn't
going to be real easy to make
Rudy Feldman's Lobo football
team. Rumor has it that Feldman
is going to find 20-22 men who
want to play football. One player
said, "We're going to win some
ball games this year.''

1.

mined by averages of Friday and
Saturday performances. Eaton finished with 18.60 total points in
floor exercise and 17.9 in the
trampoline, Galioto 18.9 in side
horse, McConnell 18.85 in long
horse, and Smith 18.5 in parallel
bars.

FORMAL!

Lobo Football

Applicants must be undergraduate
st~dents wi~h a. 2.3 over all grade
P?•nt. Apphcahon forms may be
p1cked up at room 159 Stude~d Pubfi.
cations Building.
.1• ..
..

trampoline, Other Lobo winners
were Tom Galioto in side horse,
Rich McConnel in J.ong horse, and
Bob Smith in parallel bars.
New Mexico won 15 of 34 medals in Saturday's competition.
All-around man Jim Hruban won
second place in the conference behind Mike Kimball of Utah.
Ten Lobos qualified for the
NCAA meet by virtue of Friday's
performances, and after the competition was over, the entire New
Mexico team had qualified. The
NCAA meet ·is scheduled for
April 5 in Tucson.
OUTSTANDING performances
Friday included Eaton's 9.3 in
floor exercise, Galioto's 9.5· in the
side horse. Eaton's and Smith's
8.9 in the trampoline (first place
tie), McConnell's 9.4 in the long
horse, and Smith's 9.2 in the
parallel bars.
Individual scores were deter-

SHE LIKES TO GO

Extramural Council
Taking Applications

Is

Elvin Hayes, voted the country's outstanding basketball player for the 1967-68 season, wasn't
much help to the Houston Cougars
Friday night against the UCLA
Bruins. Hayes was held to 10
points and gave UCLA 12 extra
points when he was called for
goal.tending six times during the
evemng.

.

Eaton was the only double winner in the meet capturing gold
medals in floor exercise and the

UNM Golf Squad
Bents ·csu 20-1

<111968 Norttl American Philips Company, Inc., 100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

~ssistant football ~~ach Walt
Khnker ha'S five positiOns open
for student managers for the
1968 football season.
MANAGERS. will handle equipment and assist coaches during
team practice sessions and games
and will receive financial aid from
the athletic department.
Applications for the manager's
jobs may be made at Coach Klinker's office at Johnson Gym. Klinker said the jobs would be ideal
for former football players who
wanted to remain in football and
be a part of a winning Lobo football team.
SPRING practice will begin
Tuesday afternoon at thr· UNM
practice field.
Klinker mentioned tu• Jl'IC :'.:lhility of the ht·ad mana~ . l ;w dving
almost a full scholu·,,,,, i!• ·•.J[Jile
serving on the fooHd! t!- :':·. A
student c!a:;silit!!l ''·' r• . ';,.,.
would hav" t<'Il !,d,,,.;.,". ·
.. ,

IN THE individual competition
Lobo gymnasts completely doS~turday,
five Lobos took first
minated . the Western Athletic
place
honors.
Freshman Stormy
Conference gymnastics meet last
weekend at Tucson and walked
away with five out of seven gold
medals and the conference title.
It was the first time in UNM's.
history that a Lobo gymnastics
team has wqn the league cham•
pionship.
The Lobos won the team title
Friday with 186.05 points. New
Mexico's No. 2 team, composed
of men ineligible for the NCAA
meet next month, finished second
with 182.45 points, and defending
conference championship Arizona
was third with 177.6.

Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING
Girls - Half Price
Open 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m, 3005 Central
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Contact lenses can be
heaven ... or hell. They
may be a wonder of
modern science but just
the slightest bit of dirt
under the lens can make
them unbearable. In
order to keep your contact lenses as comfortable and convenient as
they were designed to be,
you have to take care of
them.
Until now you needed
two or more separate
solutions to properly prepare and maintain your
contacts. You would
think that caring for contacts should be as convenient as wearing them.
It can be with Lensine.
Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete
contact lens care. Just a
drop or two, before you
insert your lens,coats and
lubricates it allowing the
lens to float more freely
in the eye's fluids. That's

because Lensine is an
"isotonic" solution,
which means that it
blends with the natural
fluids of the eye.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. And
soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wearing periods assures you
of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking
case on the bottom of
every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated
that improper storage between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of
eye irritation and in some
cases can endanger your
vision. Bacteria cannot
grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing,
and antiseptic.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get some
Lensine, from the Murine
Company, Inc.

' I
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New-Left YIP Plans Do-In
By HARVEY WASSERMAN
College Press Service
CHICAGO-With the entry of
Eugene McCarthy and Robert
Kennedy into the race for the
Democratic presidential nomination, general interest in the Chicago convention this summer
grows each day.
But New Left interest in the
convention was born long before
the race for the nomination gained
its semblence of conflict.
Debate within the New Left
over whether or not to go to Chicago to demonstate and what
forms the demonstrations should
take has been going on for some
time. At least one group, the
newly formed Youth International Party (YIP) will definitely be
in attendance.
THE NEW party, popularly
known as the Yippies, has an office in New York and is setting
one up in Chicago: The Yippies,
according to one of their leaders,
Jerry Rubin, will establish a com~
munity in Chicago's Grant Park.
"The New Left invented the
teach-in, the hippies invented the
live-in, and the Yippies have invented the do-in," he says.
Each day a pot will be passed
for money with which to buy food;
there will be bands (Country Joe
and the Fish, Arlo Guthrie, and
the Fugs, among others), Timothy
Leary, Allen Ginsburg, and many
others who have indicated that
they will attend; the Beatles have
been invited. The Yippees will
hold a press conference announcing an end to the war, will nominate a pig made of vegetables for
president and eat him.
THE YIPPEES' idea is the
demonstration of a cultural revolution, the illustration that community is possible, even in Chicago, and the introduction to a new
and healthier style of life. The
Yippees admit no way of estimat-

ing how many of their people will
be in attendance, but estimates
range from 75,000 to half a million and more.
Other groups of the New Left
have been opposing a mass confrontation in Chicago largely on
a political level somewhat apart
from the substance of the Yippee
approach. Mike Spiegel and Jeff
Jones of Students for a Democratic Society argued recently in
a position paper on alternatives
to the mass confrontation that
such activities were not only un-.
necessarily physically dangerous,
but might well be turned against
the radicals by Johnson forces or
might be used by the liberal peace
forces of Robert Kennedy and
Eugene McCarthy.
JONES AND Spiegel argue
that it would be politically safer
as well as more productive to concentrate on draft resistance and
local organizing on specific political issues rather than removing
the radical base to a mass Chicago confrontation. Their a:;:~
proach basically would ask organizers to stay home to work on
draft resistance and to promote
local political issues, trying them
into the national Democratic
party by organizing major confrontations in communities around
the country to coincide with the
convention.
IF THE style and rhetoric of
the Yippee and the Jones-Speigel
arguments seem far apart it is because they are. The hippie movement and the SDS-type of massbased radical politics are alike in
their challenge to established
American power and culture.
Their constituencies, however,
are quite a bit different. They are
not, moreover, the only constituencies to be represented in a radical
challenge to the Democratic convention. In December the National

Mobilization Committee initiated
a number of meetings toward
planning for the summer, out of
which emerged a loosely-structured committee which has planned
a large-scale convention to take
place this weekend near Chicago.
The meeting will involve a
white and a ·parallel black set of
conferences involving, says Rennie
Davis, a Chicago organizer and
one of the committee members,
from 250 to 300 people. Leaders
of such groups as Women's Strike
for Peace, Student Mobilization,
SDS, SNCC, and many others (including YIP) will be in attendance to discuss tactics for the
summer. Whether a unified group
tactic will emer~e is not clear.
WHAT IS clear is that the city
of Chicago may be bracing for
the worst. The midwestern megalopolis, complete with its filthy
air and water, tuge ·political machine, and, perhaps most relevant
of all for this summer, its large
and bitter black ghettoes, is bracing for the worst. An attempt by
a local sheriff to establish a civilian "riot posse' has been pretty
much squelched by the courts, but
the chemical MACE has been ap·proved for standard use by the
Chicago police.
Many Chicagoans doubt that
Mayor Richard Daley will grant
the anti-war forces permission to
use Grant Park. But, as YIP
leader Rubin has asked, "with
hundreds of thousands of us, what
can they do?"
This is a good question, though
probably not the most important
one to be asked about either Chicago or this summer. The real
question is what the various elements of the radical left, black
and white, political and anti-political, are going to do and how
many people they will be able to
reach.

Ferrel Heady

UNM President-Elect to Deliver Tollc
At Public Administration Conference
UNM president-elect Ferrel
Heady is scheduled to deliver a
paper at the annual National Conference on Public Administration
late next week in Boston, Mass.
The conference is sponsored by
the American Society for Public
Administration.
Dr. Heady's talk will be on
"Coordination of Public Higher
Education Planning and Development." He is scheduled to speak at
1:30 p.m. Thursday.

'

Another UNM faculty member,
Dr. Albert H. Rosenthal, will deliver a paper at the same conference Friday at 1:30 p.m. Professor Rosenthal will discuss "Citizen
Control of Bureaucracy-The
Ombudsman.''
Professor Rosenthal is a professor of political science at UNM
and is director of the university's
new Public Science Policy and
Administration Program sponsored by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.

WANT ADS
WANTED
SECOND HAND MICROSCOPE wanted
w/mug up OOOx. Call 255-8703. Ext. 352.
3/28

HELP WANTED
SUMMER COUNSELORS. Leading Eatern Boys Ranch. Over 19 YTB· of age,
must have thorough knowledge of hmsemanship and be able to tcaeh riding and
care of horses. Camping experience desirable but not essential Abo openings
for Arts & Crafts instruetor specjaJi,.
ing in leather craft. A.R.C. water safety
instructor. and N~R.A.. rifle instrudor.
Write Ames R. Mooe]y. 432 Ariwna SE.
No. E, Albuquerque. N.ll.. or eall 2558411 between 8 and 10 p.m.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
will be conducting Stewanl<ES interviews at UNM on 3/25/68. For further
c

information and interview appoiu:tments.
Please contact your Placement Office. An
Equal Opportunity Emp)oyer.

GRADUATING SENIOR WOMEN!
WANT IN WITH A GOING CONCERN?
If you like people. like to travel. and have
a knowledge of a foreign langnage, conAmerie:m World Airways. stewardess
sider beeoming a stewardess with Pan
interviews will be held on campus on
March 25. For tu:riher infonnation.
please c:ontaet your Placement Office.
Pan Am u Atl ElliUJl OP]lOJ'trmi&ll
Emplo!it:r.
PLAN AHEAD! Line up your faD semester"s job now. Ideal 15 hrs. per week.
Simple typi11g & bookkeeping. Name
your own boUI"S. Can be done in your
own home. Begins Sept. 1968. Pay $L25
per hour. Must qualif;y for wnrk...tudy.
Secretary of Student Faenlty Assn. APplieatiou in Activitim Center. For additional information call 255-6327, evenings. Deadline April 5.
. 3/27
PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED ror Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. IdJewild Publisbers, s.t3 Frederiek, San Francisco.
California. 94117.

IS THE Zimmerman Library Motorcycle
and Timing Club for real?
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don"t
have them. then you don't need them.
Send for Samples & List. MADAM:
BUTTERFLY"S Gift Shop. 4609 E. Col·
fax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
WANTED: Students with new ideali about
ways to promote Student-Faculty communications. Are you interested 1 Apply
for the Student-Faculty AI!SOOiation.
Applications in Activities Center. Deadline April 5. For information call 2656327. evenings.
3/27
FOR SALE
CLEAN 1965 Ford in good condition :
good tires and engine. Ideal for eity
transportation. $125. Call 255-2540 after
3:30.
3/20
'"GREGORY & TIJERINA, peace &
freedom'" Bumper Stickers. One for
50t, 5 for $2.. 10 for $3.. 20 for '$5••
50 for $10. Make checks to S. Abrams
and send to 1920 Girard NE. Albuquerque. N.M. 87106.

University of Albuquerque
Popular Entertainment Committee Presents

THE HAPPENINGS
and The Blue Marble Faun
In Concert
at Civic Auditorium
March 30, 1968 - 8:00 p.m.
Admission $4.00 - $3.00 - $2.00

Glen Campbell
In C_oncert-April 6-8:00 PM

Prices: $2.50-$3.00-$3.50-$4.00
Student Discount $.50 In Each Price Range
Tickets On Sale Tuesday,
March 26 At Concert Hall

Amtrica's Most Willed.., JM1

...,,,

Presented By ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee

NEW MEXICO-·LOBO

At: associated
students
bookstore
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STARTS

WEDNESDAY

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester
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Campus Purchase S~rvey ln~ic~~es.,
:Of Drugs Is l:asy ~!~~~~~~~~~;.

-

By CHUCK NOLAND
If you took a fixed amount of
money-say $50-and wanted to
use it to purchase a quantity of
drugs without ever stepping off
campus, what kind of luck would
you have?
The Lobo came up with: a lid
of marijuana (enough for nearly
mE DRUGS SHOWN above were purchase on campus over the 100 cigarettes), a cap (one high)
past week from three separate sources by three separate Lobo staffers. of methedrine (speed), and a
They include. clockwise fron1 6: A capsule containing six micrograms capsule containing a mixture of
of LSD mixed with methedrine {speed) and benzedrine; a cap (one LSD, methedrine, and benzedrine
high) of speed; three joints (marijuana cigarettes); and a lid of -<about a 12-hour high.
1narijuana, enough for about 100 joints.
EACH of three Lobo staffers
made one purchase from each of
three different contacts-without
ever leaving campus. One made a
purchase in The Lobo office, one
in the lobby of Hokona Hall, and
one in the Union.
Most of the 100-plus student
drug users interviewed by The
Lobo over the past five months
agree that there is ready availDrug users on the UNM campus quor "is a real drag and bad for ability of drugs all i drug conseem to be in agreement on only the system."
tacts on campus. About twoone major point-that marijuana
The students who use pot only thirds of the users, or around 70
should be legalized.
occasionally drink beer or liquor students, said they had at one
The five-month-long Lobo in- at parties and think nothing of it. time or another bought or conto buy dTugs on campus.
vestigation into the drug situa- They disagree that liquoT is hard- tl."acted
ONE
characteristic of the drug
tion at UNM shows that the 100- er on the system than are drugs traffic, says
Sgt. Robert Stover of
plus users interviewed are divid- stronger than marijuana.
the
Albuquerque
Police Depart-.
A large number of marijuana
ed on whether drugs other than
ment's
narcotics
division,
is that
marijuana should be legalized and users say pot is not a narcotic it goes in spurts, with many kinds
what the comparison be t w e en and that it is "ridicu1ous to have of drugs available one week and
to go to jail for nsing it.'' More in short supply the next. Users
drugs and liquor is.
SOME USERS consider liquor than 90 per cent of the marijuana interviewed attributed these fluc"poison" while others say they users contacted by The Lobo said tuations to short supplies when
use both drugs and liquor, either at the very least possession of the pushers are running low and to
together or separately. The more drug shonld not constitute a fel- scares arising from rumors of
impending crackdowns by lawhardened users of drugs feel li- ony.
A SMALL number of students enforcement agencies.
interviewed indicated that they
The past week has been a lean
would continue smoking marijua- one, according to contacts from
na, bnt did not think it should be whom the three Lobo staffers
legalized and made available to bought drugs, because there have
the masses.
been widespread rumors of an
A surprising number of UNM impending "bust."
students who have tripped ont
USERS interviewed by The Loon LSD or some other drugs say bo agree that marijuana is the
the harder drugs (LSD, speed, drug used most often by students
Vice-president for Student Af- STP, etc.) should not be legalized. and that it is usually the easiest
fairs, Dr. Harold Lavender said
Users' main argument against to get because of the greater delast week that UNM is initiating
mand for it. But marijuana prov(Continued on Page 2)
a "low-key task force" to advise
students about the legal and health
aspects of using drugs.
DR. LAVENDER said the task
force, comprised of professionals
with a great deal of information
Other girls shoot (using a hypoUNM dormitory residents are
about drugs, will only deal with
dermic
needle to inject drugs diturning
on
with
everything
from
students who request information.
rectly
into
the veins) speed (mebennies
to
speed
to
acid,
accordThe task force members have not
thedrine),
or
acid. This, however,
ing
to
a
Lobo
survey
of
14
drugbeen appointed yet.
is not wide-spread. Many girls
users.
The new approach will not seek
"I have taken bennies, smoked shy away from shooting drugs,
out students or begin a campusthough, as dangers are compoundwide education program on drugs, grass (marijuana), and dropped ed. For example, unless one hapin
the
women's
dorms.
acid
(LSD)
Dr. Lavender said. He explained
pens to be a diabetic, it is very
that the administration does not, It's one of the safest places. No difficult to account for the presbrothers
you
if
you
lock
your
one
believe there is enough drug use
ence of a needle in a room.
on campus to justify more than door, and the telephone never
rings
during
the
day.
It's
really
a
"I don't like to shoot in the
a low-key effort.
to
groove
out,
and
it
good
place
It's not safe," said a Hodorms,
Individual students caught usprepares
you
to
face
some
of
tile
kona
freshman.
ing drugs might be counseled by
"SURE, I'VE shot stuff up in
the task force if they ask for professors," said one Hokona Hall
resident.
my
room, but I don't like to. It's
guidance, Lavender said. But the
(BENNIES, in today's. drug much too dangerous. Where do
administration will continue to
deal with each drug case "indi- language, no longer means benze- you hide a needle?" said a Corodrine or other stimulants as it nado sophomore.
vidually," he said.
CASES OF student using drugs did a few years ago. It means
LSD is also used to some exare usually dealt with entirely by any drug in pill form, such as tent in the dorms. "I drop acid in
the administration. Law-enforce- some diet pills, which will get the dorms. It's a quiet place if
ment officials are seldom called in. one high. Prescription bennies are you just want to think while on
Ln'lender says no students have taken daily, and twice the pre- a trip," said a Hokona user.
been expelled from school for scribud dosage at a time for a
Very few girls keep drugs in
drug use. Some have been asked high.)
their
rooms. "I come in spaced
Students interviewed agreed
to move off campus and the par(high),
but I don't keep anyents of under-age students are that, of all drug usage, smoking thing in the dorm. If I did it and
pot in the dorms is most frequent.
consulted.
there was a room check for some
Dr. Lavender describes the policy Girls smoke before class, while reason, I'd be dead. There's no
and
before
studyskipping
a
class,
by saying, "If a case suggests
reason to be busted if you can
that influence on other students ing.
"I SMOKE grass in my room avoid it," said another Hokona
exists, we try to remove the infreshman.
fluence. We have not, up to this everyday. No one knows. And if
"I NEVER keep anything on
point, dismissed anyone from no one knows, why not?" said an- me in the dorm," said one girl.
other
Hokona
woman.
school.''

Compare Pot to Liquor

UNM Drug Users Favor

Legalization of Marijuana

U.Administrotors
Pion 'Tosk Force'

Students Turn On

-Bosley Crowther.
New York T1mes
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"BRILLIANT,
FORCEFUL AND
RESPECTABLE
CINEMA ART."

Notes help you when ,o11
need it most: (1) When you boi
down and can't understand a reading assignment. (2) When you need
clear, concise interpretation and
explanation In reviewlne for an
exarn. Get the Cliff's Notes habit.
You'll gain a greater appreciation
ofliterature-andyou'!leambltt«
lllfildes.

3'7'6,1 '2'9
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-lde Mac,azme

Cliff's
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'62 VW. Sunroof Sedan. $525. Cooper,
268-0992.
Z/22
KNEE-HOLE DESK: 43" wide. 17" deep,
30" high: 7 dwrs; phony walnut finish.
$30. See at LOBO office. 168 Student
Publications Bldg. after 6 p.m. Do not
1962 AUSTIN HEALY 3000 MKII. 4 speed.
w/overdrive, wire wheels, a c.arhs.. New
tires, vinyl top, seats, brakes and paint
job. 256-6304.
3/25
12 STRING GIDTAR with spruce top and
rosewood fingerboard. $45. Call 268-1160.
3/25
ALASKAN :MALAMUTE. One of those
pops you have been seeing regularly on
TV commerc:ials now for sale.. EXPensive. Stud service. 298-6112.
3/25
LOST
REWARD FOR return of silver ring with
white oval stone. Call 282-3280 after 6 :30
p.m. ask for Susan.
3/26
SERVICES
IRONING, baebelor buncllel!l : mendinJr:
dreoomaking and alternations. Reosonable. 234M Blake SW. Phone 5282.
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ed to be the hardest drug for Lobo staff members to buy, because
of the "tight" situation of the
past week. One pusher told a Lobo reporter that he had some marijuana, but he had buried it on a
median on Central A venue because he feared a bust. He could
not be coaxed into digging it up.
Also in apparent short supply
now are peyote, hash, and STP.
Staffers had little trouble buying
LSD and speed.
THE LOBO could have contracted for a delivery of STP
this weekend, but wanted to illustrate how easily drugs could
be purchased on short notice.
Users contacted by The Lobo
said that it is usually a week or a
little less before they fill their
orders from marijuana on up.
A Lobo staffer put a $5 deposit
on a bottle of bennies to have
been delivered last night. But the
contact never showed up and the
deposit was not refunded.

Kennedy to Speok

Tomorrow Night

· Sen. Robert F. Kennedy (DN.Y.) wiii speak at UNM Thursday night under the auspices of
the Associated Students Speakers
Committee.
Tom Horn, chairman of the
committee, said arrangements for
the appearance of the Democratic
candidate for President of the
United States were completed
Monday afternoon.
Kennedy will speak at 7:30
p.m. in University Arena on the
south campus. The program will
be open to the public at no charge.
Horn said Kennedy probably
will discuss issues in the coming
presidential campaign.
The senator is scheduled to ar(Continued on Page 3)
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Dorms

"I can come in spaced and they
can't touch me. It's like drinking.
They can't do anything to me if
I come in drunk, they can only
penalize me if I do something in
the dorm," said a Hokona sophomore.
Other dorm girls express fear
of smoking pot, dropping acid, or
doing anything at all with drugs
in the dorms.
"I would use drugs in the dorm,
but I'm afraid to. What's more,
I get most of my stuff off-campus.
I'm just too scared to keep anything in my room or on my person," said a Hokona freshman.
"DORMIES" interviewed said
they get their drugs both on and
off campus.
"Unless it's really tight off campus, there are a lot of people at
UNM who will sell on campus.
I get my speed on campus. But
most of the suppliers get it off
campus from various people. I
think most of my friends get their
stuff on campus, too," said a Hokona resident.
"I wouldn't get my stuff on
campus," said one Mesa Vista
sophomore, "It's too much of a
hassle. There are places, homes
of friends of mine, where I go if
I want drugs. So why the hassle
with the campus~"

gation shows that drugs are widely used and readily available on
the UNM campus and its fringes.
In the five-month study, Lobo
staffers talked with more than
100 admitterl drug users, 10 pushers, law-enforcement p.ersonnel,
staff and faculty members, UNM
administrators, and just ordinary
students.
FIVE STAFFERS witnessed
drug partie~:; in dorms and houses
surrounding the campus. Three
reporters this week purchased
small quantities of marijuana,
speed, and a combination of LSD,
methedrine, and benzedrine, to
illustrate their availability on
campus (see related stories on
this page).
Estimates of the number of
UNM students involved with drug
use vary substantially, depending on whom one talks to. Administration officials say drug use on
campus is nearly non-existent.
But student users and pushers
estimate that well over 1000 students use drugs with some frequency.
One local law-enfoTcement oftlcial, familial." with the pl."oblem,
told The Lobo about 650 UNM.
·Students are involved with the
use or sale of drugs, or both. He
asked not to be identified by name;c- •
THE LOBO investigation indicates that 650 would be a slightly
conservative estimate and that
anything above 1200-1500 wonid
be high.
The law enforcement official,
indicating great concern over the
problem at UNM, said, "Just
about any drug a student wants,
he can obtain easily on the UNM
campus."
He adds that a very high pereentage of the estimated 650 students involved buy or use drugs
on the main UNM campus. He
also said that many young :people
residing on the fringes of UNM
contribute to the problem.
SERGEANT ROBERT Stover
of the Albuquerque Police Department's narcotics division told
The Lobo, "There is a lot of
(drug) traffic" on the fringes of
UNM.
He added, "We do not work on
campus and we don't have anything to do with campus functions, so I would have no idea how
many UNM students might be
involved with drugs."
The Lobo study shows there is
no typical drug user at UNM.
The types of students involved
with drugs inc1 ude: typical collegians (neatly groomed, properly dressed, etc.); athletes; student
government officials; Greeks; city
students; hippie types; student
publication workers; graduate
students; and almost any other
general classification that can be ...
added.
USERS QUESTIONED agreed
that marijuana is the most often
usud drug and probably the most
popular. But even the latest and
most formidable 'Ckllf!"s, like STl?,
are available sometime at UNM
in any ·p~riod of a numth, UR';!rS
. told The Lobo.
Of the more than 100 student
users contacted ·by L()bo staffers,
the vast majority agree that if
one is careful the chances of being caught using drugs on campus are 'lery slim.
"The administration doesn't
push the issue," one sophomore
(Continued on Page 2)
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